
5,530 SF of First-Generation Medical Office Space. 
Rare Opportunity for Immediate Occupancy.

Brand New Medical Oce
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Luke Nill
561.806.4040
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Andrew Cappeller
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andrew@floridamedspace.com



Surge in Patient Flow:

Take advantage of being near four hospitals that collectively 
handle tens of thousands of emergency visits and serve hundreds 
of thousands of patients each year. This proximity offers a vast
network for patient referrals and opportunities for 
interdisciplinary cooperation.

Set in a bustling medical hub, your practice will benefit from 
significant exposure to potential patients and healthcare 
professionals, optimizing your practice’s presence in a key 
health district.

Strategic Location

Benefits

Establish your medical practice in Pompano 
Beach, Florida, conveniently located within 5 
miles of three major hospitals. This strategic 
location ensures high visibility and easy access, 
allowing for efficient patient referrals and 
collaboration, providing your patients with 
exceptional care just minutes from your office.

Nearby Hospital Locations

Discover our prime medical office in Pompano, Florida, with essential 
facilities and proximity to multiple hospitals, perfect for enhancing 
your practice's visibility and collaboration opportunities.Robust Referral Network:



about Property

Premium Location Medical O ce

(561).806.4040

Discover the ideal medical office space in Pompano Beach, FL. This property is strategically situated between two of 
Broward Health's major Hospital campuses, boasting retail exposure on the hard corner of Federal Hwy and NE 10th 
Street with 50,500 vehicles passing per day. The space is fully built out for an open array of medical users offering 
plumbed exam rooms, dental operatories, x-ray room, patient and staff restrooms, a centralized nurse station and much 
more.  Patients will have a first-class walk-up experience with parking directly in front of double door storefront access 
to your medical suite, directly under backlit building signage to increase the brand recognition of your practice.This is to your medical suite, directly under backlit building signage to increase the brand recognition of your practice.This is 
a rare opportunity to be the first to occupy brand new space while capitalizing on endless residual value. Reap the 
benefits and cut out the excessive buildout expenses and permit timelines associated with the new construction of your 
next medical office, it could be plug and play to expedite your expansion or relocation.

Discover this prime medical office in Pompano Beach, Florida, with es-
sential facilities and proximity to multiple hospitals, perfect for enhanc-
ing your practice's visibility and collaboration opportunities.

5,530

Included

Xray Room


